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claustrophobic. But to watch a crowd and hear a crowd is gorgeous
entertainment; the crowd assembled for a Lord Mayor's Show
and for Derby Day in the old days, or to cheer Kings and heroes'
or at a Kermesse when sharp cries detach themselves from the
bee-loud glade and then get absorbed again in a swell of amorphous
bonhomie. Cocks crowing, cows lowing (though not when their
calf has been taken away from them), the romantic quality of all
train sounds (except shunting) provided one is not staying in the
Hotel de la Gare or in that bijou dwelling on the railway embank-
ment—I cannot explain why I place trains among "natural and
elemental" sounds I genuinely enjoy, but I recall how amazed
I was when Arnold Bennett produced a litde box of pink wax
pellets from his waistcoat pocket and recommended them earnestly
for stuffing in the ears during the early mornings of early spring
when the bird choir is loud and exultant.
But it is when I am helplessly exposed to noise that is categoried
under "pleasure**, when I have to participate in somebody else's
idea of "entertainment" which they have not the decency to
concentrate within their own radius, but allow to splay out and
splash in all directions, it is then that reason is lost and I cease to
be a civilized human being. Ophelia sighs in a lucid moment:
"Lord, we know what we are, but we know not what we may
be/* . . . And I, in my lucid moments, have sometimes wondered
by what process I have been translated into that Old Wet-Blanket
whom I remember over and over again from the angle of my own
youth, my own uncomprehending youth. We know what we are,
but we know not what we may be!
But always there has been Bacchus and his crew, Comus and
his rabble rout, Mercutio and his revellers, Jack Falstaff and Prince
Hal, or, changing from myth to flesh and blood, always there will
be young Shakespeare and Kit Marlow with their fight-hearted
companions at the Mermaid, to swagger and swear and sing; to
mock at interference, and laughing send to the devil all such
curmudgeons as myself who are constant to protect from violation
the still sanctuaries of quiet. Is life noise, or is noise life ? We cry
as soon as we breathe, and we draw our last breath with a ratde
in the throat; so if it be natural to clamour and shout, I must ask
prdon for my love Silence, and beg youth to believe that it is not
from intolerance of their senseless gaiety (for why should gaiety
foe butdeoed with sense ?)> but only an appeal that I need not have
tsc> share it uninvited; and not even share it whole, but be beset
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